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Memory Insufficient is a celebration of history.

First and foremost, it is an attempt to promote and encourage 
historical writing about games; social histories, biographies, 
historically situated criticism of games and anything else.

It is also a place to turn personal memories of games past into 
eye-opening written accounts. It is a place to honour the work 
of game developers who have influenced the path of history. It 
is a place to learn what games are - not as a formal discipline, 
but as lived realities.

Like all historical study, Memory Insufficient is fundamentally 
about citizenship. It’s not enough to just remember and admire 
the games of the past. History is about understanding our place 
in the world; as developers, as critics and as players. 

The power of history is to reveal where the agents of change 
reside, and empower us to be the change we want to see.  
Memory Insufficient is a celebration of history, not just as fact 
but as action.
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I would like to share with you the notion of allohistorical video 
games, video games that suggest an alternate reality. I do not 
mean that these games take place in a fantastical, otherworldly 
setting or time. Rather, I mean that these games did not exist 
but could have, suggestive of an alternate yet plausible play-
ing-out of reality.

In his work on allohistorical texts and rhetoric, John McKenzie describes allohis-
tory as a “counterfactual reimagining of the past—asking ourselves ‘what if things 
had happened differently?’” There exist allohistorical novels and short stories that 
have played out alternate endings to various historical events, most notably those 
surrounding World War II.

Matthew Schneider-Mayerson describes the rise of American allohistory in the 
1990s: “The most widespread explanation for the growth of the alternate histo-
ry is the influence of postmodernism on history and historiography. The salient 
features of postmodernism here are its ironic relationship to history; skepticism 
of traditional historical narratives, especially grand narratives; and privileging of 
alternative voices.”

Both Schneider-Mayerson and McKenzie suggest that allohistory is not mere 
novelty. It questions cultural values, engages multiple perspectives, and playfully 
questions the boundaries between fact and fiction in history. 

Just as a novel can present its audience with an alternate reality, so too can a vid-
eo game. Why and how might an imagining of such games be useful? This is a 
question that I have sought to explore with the modification and creation of video 
games for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) game console.

My interest in creating art for the 1980s NES console grew out of a love of playing, 
hacking, and programming video games. It was around 1998—just a bit before I 
started high school—that I started picking up NES, Super NES, and Sega Genesis 
games at garage sales and thrift stores. The Nintendo 64 and Sony Playstation 

Gender-bending allohistories
Rachel Weil creates glitchable art for the Nintendo Entertainment Sys-
tem. Her custom software, written in 6502 assembly language, is inspired by 
Japanese and American animation, comics, and video games of the 1990s.

partytimehexcellent.com | @partytimeHXLNT



were the major players in the cast of current-generation game consoles, and it 
seemed that gamers and retailers alike couldn’t dispose of older 8- and 16-bit 
games quickly enough. 

It was this same year, 1998, that I became interested in NES game hacking. The 
NES emulator NESticle for DOS and Windows 95 was an incredibly powerful ap-
plication that enabled users to modify video games with minimal to no program-
ming. It was with NESticle, alongside a few other freeware tools, that I created my 
first NES game hack, a pastel-hued, ultra-cutesy modification of Super Mario Bros. 
that replaced the game’s hero with Hello Kitty. I eventually completed work on the 
game in 2003 but in the face of schoolwork did not return to it for about a decade. 

It was right around this time that the jagged, low-resolution look produced by the 
NES and other 8-bit computers and game consoles began to gain popularity with-
in video game culture. The mid-2000s saw the creation of the NES-inspired TV 
series Code Monkeys (2007) and the ‘8-bit necktie’ by ThinkGeek (2007), among 
other commercial and fan-made media and goods. 

Even video games themselves, like Retro Game Challenge (2007) and Mega Man 9 
(2008), were intentionally blockier and lower-color than their platforms dictated. 
The art world had also taken an interest in the 8-bit aesthetic. Art books like Pixel 
World (2003) and I Am 8-Bit (2006) enjoyed some popularity. 

The New Aesthetic movement, centered on the manifestation of the digital in 
physical space, has shared contentious overlap with 8-bit art. In an article for 
Wired, Bruce Sterling made an interesting critique of this overlap, writing that 
“retro ‘80s graphics are sentimental fluff for modern adults who grew up in front 
of 1980s game-console machines. Eight-bit graphics are pretty easy to carve out of 
styrofoam […] However 8-bit sculptures are a cute, backward-looking rupture.” 

What Sterling and numerous others assume about the contem-
porary use of retro game aesthetic is that it suggests a certain 
uniform, happy, romanticized remembrance for games of the 
past. But this assumption, I discovered, provided a space for 
challenge and redirection—a “forward-looking rupture,” so to 
speak—via allohistory.

In 2010, 25 years after its release in the US, I rediscovered my interest in the NES 
and began using it as an artistic medium for experimental games and anima-
tions. By programming software for the NES, I began to participate in a nostalgic 
movement of which I was both enamored and increasingly skeptical. What was I 
nostalgic for? What were the fondly remembered playthings of my childhood? My 
cousins’ NES games were certainly among them: RC Pro-Am, Super Mario Bros., 
Tiger Heli, and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Arcade games, too: The Simpsons 
and Skee-Ball were two personal favorites.

I was equally nostalgic for my childhood Barbies, Polly Pockets, Fashion Plates, 
a folding Hello Kitty dollhouse, and a small army of My Little Pony toys. It made 
sense, then, that I would draw on these influences in my exploration of nostalgia. 
The animations and games that I began creating with the NES were imbued with 
the visual rhetoric of mainstream, middle-class girlhood of the early 1990s. One 
animation, entitled Electronic Dream Phone, was an homage to the eponymous 
girls’ board game. Others featured pixelated unicorns, ribbons, high heels, roses, 
hearts, and tubes of lipstick. 



These object-images of girlhood are familiar signifiers; wheth-
er on toy packaging, clothing, school supplies, or cereal boxes, 
they serve as a warning or a call to arms: just for girls! 

As I began to share my NES work with others, I took notice of viewers’ reactions. 
Some were excited to see old NES controllers and graphics after so many years, 
and others reacted to the saccharine-sweetness of the content with laughter, con-
fusion, approval, disapproval, and combinations thereof. But there was also some 
element of disjointedness and anomaly in the works as well. The anomaly, the part 
that became most interesting to me, was simple: Girly NES games never really 
existed!

When I started to consider this further, I realized that there were, in fact, a few 
girly 8-bit video games out there. For example, some of the graphics that I used in 
the Hello Kitty Land hack had been copied out of lesser-known Hello Kitty games 
that only came out in Japan. Other girly games in the 8- and 16-bit eras remain 
on the margins of video game history. They are rarely included in retrospective 
collections, remembered as a fond memory of childhood, or memorialized on 
t-shirts. And so to find such girly games, one had to be willing to search more 
deeply. But a hack like Hello Kitty Land could serve as video game allohistory—a 
history that could have been but was not.

Imagining the consequences became its own game: What if ev-
ery American NES console had been packed in with Hello Kit-
ty Land or Strawberry Shortcake Adventures or The Legend of 
Barbie? How might video game nostalgia be framed today? Or 
would it exist at all? What of the 8-Bit necktie?

In 2013, I completed work on an NES game that I hoped would continue these 
lines of questioning. Electronic Sweet-N-Fun Fortune Teller, a romance-centered 
horoscope game, represents another exploration of retro-game allohistory. In the 
game, the player enters personal information such as his or her name, birthday, 
and blood type in order to receive a daily, customized horoscope. Though the 
game contains only gender-neutral language, Electronic Sweet-N-Fun Fortune 
Teller uses the visual rhetoric and vernacular of girls’ 1990s teen magazine horo-
scopes, making references to “BFFs” and “mega-hotties.” So one might wonder 
how Nintendo of America, who primarily targeted boys in their advertising cam-
paigns, would have advertised such a product in 1991. 

Games like Hello Kitty Land and Electronic Sweet-N-Fun Fortune Teller point to 
perspectives that are less frequently considered in discourses on retro game aes-
thetics. I have chosen to question gender stereotypes and mainstream girlhood, 
but an allohistorical method could also apply to critical analysis via sexual orien-
tation, race, and other means of identification.

Considering game nostalgia through multiple lenses may re-
veal certain narrow aspects of video game history and the parts 
we selectively celebrate or forget.

This, in turn, may inform what is meant by the recurrence of unnecessarily-severe 
pixelation or bleepy soundtracks in contemporary gaming. For example, does a 
return to 8-bit gaming suggest a return to a golden age that lacked the girly titles 
that exist today?



There are a number of individuals in the gaming and academic communities who 
have engaged in exciting work on alternative perspectives in video game history 
and studies: John Vanderhoef, Anna Anthropy, and Laine Nooney are just a few 
of them. And a variety of events and conferences—Different Games, IndieCade, 
Joue le jeu, and Queer Arcade, to name a few—support discussions of games at or 
about the margins. 

What might 8-bit allohistory achieve? In my games, I aim to 
create legitimacy around girly visual language.

I hope that those object-images of girlhood—lipsticks and ribbons and hearts and 
high heels—do not forever signify oppression, stupidity, empty appeals to a target 
demographic, disgust, or ignorance, but rather that they someday might exist as 
delightful, whimsical, video game ornament, free of baggage and preconceptions, 
suitable for all, and worthy of acclaim; that instead they might someday be met 
with the exclamation, “Wow! These graphics are so retro!” What would you create 
in your 8-bit allohistory?
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In addition to her excellent work creating allohistorical games, Rachel is also 
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It was PAX East 2010, and I was attending my first games convention. That very 
first year, indies seemed far more represented than the industry giants, and I re-
call trying out a plethora of games. My friend Kate, with whom I was sharing 
a hostel room, metaphorically tugged my sleeve in one direction to meet Scott 
Macmillan and the game he was showing off: All Heroes Die.

All Heroes Die was a strategy game with a medieval-type setting, where the play-
er controls a legacy of heroes from one generation to the next. Kate was excited 
because it was inclusive of same-sex couples. As GayGamer’s representative, I was 
told by Scott that his team saw no reason for excluding such a configuration.

Fast-forward to this past month. Double Fine is Kickstarting Massive Chalice, a 
medieval-fantasy strategy game that features a multi-generational lineage of he-
roes. In the initial pitch, it became clear that they had forgotten to include same-
sex couples in their plans. Massive Chalice and All Heroes Die have their differ-
ences, but what interested me about Double Fine was how they apologized, citing 
their own ‘hetero’ privilege, and promised that they were reconsidering how to 
implement same-sex couplings in the game.

To quote Brad Muir in Rock, Paper, Shotgun:

A mixture of both sounds intriguing to me; I have already started opining about 
how games that allow same-sex relationships often don’t capture the nuances sur-
rounding what makes them slightly different (children being among them). The 
option of breaking out of typical systems might incorporate ways that queer com-
munities have created their own systems of support and nurturing.

My Little Gaybies:
Friendship is Fabulous

Denis Farr writes about games at re/Action, The Borderhouse and  
GayGamer, focusing on sex-positive, intersectional, and feminist criticism.

vorpalbunnyranch.wordpress.com | @aeazel

“One of the suggestions was to allow couples – male/female or otherwise - to contribute to the good of 
the realm via means other than childbirth. So couples could raise children or research technology. That’s 
one interesting way to handle it. And then if you couple it with the ability to foster children, I think that’s 
a way you could have same-sex couples in the game. And it’s optional. People can choose to engage it or 
not.

“The other option is to be less explicit about it. Maybe these aren’t marriages. Maybe you’re just retiring 
two heroes in the same keep. Because I really like it when more procedural, systemic games allow the 
player to kind of use their imagination a little more to fill in the gaps of what’s actually happening.”



In the last season of RuPaul’s Drag Race one of the queens breaks down on stage, 
revealing a story of how she was abandoned by her mother at an early age. RuPaul’s 
answer is one that rings true for many queer people: we as queer people are bless-
ed with the ability to create our own families. In drag culture this is readily trans-
parent when roles such as ‘drag mother’ are assigned: a more experienced queen 
giving advice to a newcomer and taking the young queen under their fold. Drag 
houses are families of performers, typically a close-knit group.

The same is generally true of queer culture even outside of drag. Queer men bond 
in groups; a more experienced person may take under their wing a new person 
freshly out of the closet, etc. Some of this is alleviated these days by more accept-
ing families and easy access to the internet—though making friends in digital 
space is in its own way forming and establishing a family. By and large, queer 
culture is often not something discussed wholly with ‘blood family,’ but freely 
bantered about with an established family of friends.

Therefore, one possible alternative is to promote a system by which it need not be 
only children that can be ‘adopted’ but any younger person. This has the benefit of 
erasing ageism and producing a way of telling stories that break from a heteronor-
mative narrative in which one must “raise a child to become a hero”.

What is encouraging, however, is seeing how it caused Muir and his team to look 
at other structures of helping the realm. Contributing to the realm could take 
many forms, and does not require children. If games are theoretically about giv-
ing choice (even if just the illusion of such) to a player, having such options would 
allow for more rich and varied gameplay. Not every family will be the same, and 
not all heroes leave the same legacy.

Removing marriage would also be interesting, considering the troubled past the 
queer community has had with fighting for marriage equality. There is a tension 
between wanting to emulate a seemingly ‘heteronormative’ experience, or em-
bracing queer culture, breaking free from such standards, and establishing new 
types of bonds and relationships.

Which is not to say that such marriages would be a bad idea: there is no one way 
to be queer just as there is no one way to be straight (these fights and struggles are 
not wholly owned by the queer community, after all). Much like how I, a person 
who does not believe in the concept of marriage for himself, fights for the right 
to have marriage as an option. I want the right, even if I choose not to exercise it. 
Then it becomes my choice, not something forced upon me.

Further encouraging is the realization that we are dealing with medieval fantasy 
and not beholden to notions of ‘historical accuracy’. Games so far have been good 
at capturing the histories of war, often because they are full of conflict that can be 
won. Queer history itself has yet to be wholly represented, because so much of the 
violence in history has been perpetrated against queer bodies—though if some-
one would make a Stonewall strategy game that respects its history, I would be 
delighted. Double Fine has an opportunity to allow options to capture the essence 
of that history. Hopefully it does not pass that up in its path to creating a game 
about establishing and promoting a family history.
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Sliders in character creation screens are stymied in normativ-
ity. At the same time, they hold the potential for becoming a 
liberating mechanic, allowing video games to be more reflec-
tive of the audiences who play them.
At the character creation screen physical identity markers, such as different 
types of noses, makeup, or weight, are arranged along a spectrum. These traits 
are generally subdivided and restricted between male and female character 
creation screens, rendering some traits inaccessible based on a character’s sex. 
Sliders, functioning in a normative way, conflate sex and gender; female is to 
woman is to makeup, whereas male is to man is to facial hair.

Sliders are a visual representation of societal constraints and norms. If a game 
allows sliders for body type and not just facial construction, the options are 
laughable. Women’s weight and muscle in Skyrim (2011) can be slid along in 
increments of millimeters – heavier set women or muscled women are not 
accepted as desirable in mainstream patriarchal society, and so are not options. 
Games like World of Warcraft (2004) and Guild Wars 2 (2012) feature a ‘range’ of 
hulking male bodies, and svelte female bodies, but no overlap.

If a race features fangs or horns, male characters always get access to multiple 
huge, monstrous, awesome versions, and if women even get access to those 
same monstrous features, they are always restricted to five or six smaller and 
more ‘elegant’ versions. Sliders for makeup and facial hair are divided and in-
accessible along traditional gender performance lines in most games, such as 
Dragon Age: Origins and Dragon Age: Origins 2 (2009 and 2011) – males get 
beards, females get makeup.

Sliders police player creativity, identity, and expression, sup-
plying a limited range of identities and modes of being.
They are created in a way that presents only a very small set of features as being 
desirable or correct, and any other body types or gender presentations as so de-
viant and undesirable as to be nonexistent in the game world. 

Sliding along gender lines
Gabrielle Friesen is a historian and werewolf expert studying at Uni-
versity of Colorado Boulder, and marketing coordinator at the college’s  
Women’s Resource Center.

monsterrepository.wordpress.com | @GaelleFriesen



However, a few games have created a somewhat more freeing character creation 
experience. Dragon’s Dogma (2012) is in many ways still normative about its 
character creation, but also pushes some boundaries in regards to gender pre-
sentation and enactment. The game does conflate gender and sex, but also has a 
wider range of body-types present on its sliders, albeit still from a limited set of 
pre-chosen bodies. One of the voices for a female character is fairly low in pitch, 
and makeup options are open to male and female characters, even as the game 
restricts facial hair to male characters.

While the game toys with wider gender expression in its character creation, the 
community itself engages in more policing, suppressing the relative freedom the 
game gives. Characters that don’t fit into essentialist views of sex and gender—
women who are too tall or muscular, characters who appear gender-neutral—are 
given low community scores, or created as a joke and given derogatory names.

Saints Row the Third (2011) has the least limiting set of sliders I’ve seen. I bought 
it based solely on what I’d heard about the character creation screen—that the 
sliders weren’t linked up to normative notions of sex and gender. All voice op-
tions are open to male or female characters, as are makeup options and facial 
hair. The slider for body build wasn’t just a superficial change of +/- five pounds, 
but enabled a whole range of body types. I could rock a body builder gen-
der-neutral character, with a high voice, chinstrap beard and bright green eye-
shadow. I bought the game knowing nothing else about it, having never played 
the previous titles, just because the constraining slider setup of female = makeup, 
male = beard had been removed.

However, I only found out about the slider feature by chance, after seeing an 
image macro of a character made in SRIII. The image’s creator was mocking the 
heavy-set woman with a beard, and the game likely meant for the freedom af-
forded by the sliders to be taken as a joke. However, at least I could personally 
engage with it in a more meaningful way, taking something positive from a move 
that was likely just meant to play into the game’s over-the-top manner.

None of the advertisements for the game had played up this feature. A commer-
cial just about character creation would likely not appeal to the widest demo-
graphic, but it would appeal to some. The ads that were being shown of a nor-
mative white dude blowing things up weren’t appealing to me, so much so that I 
almost passed up what has now become one of my favorite games.

This is being repeated with Saints Row 4. All the ads feature normative white 
dude Boss, and all the material refers to the Boss as ‘he’. All the gameplay footage 
once again features a white dude with stubble, now decked out in an Uncle Sam 
outfit, a marketing move which seems to be without an ounce of self-awareness.

It wouldn’t be hard to refer to the Boss as ‘The Boss’ instead of ‘he’. It wouldn’t be 
hard to release gameplay footage that uses different character models. It wouldn’t 
be hard to market player agency and choice. The creative, reparative, or liberating 
aspects of character creation do not even register in any marketing content.

Microscopic changes are being made, but not highlighted.
Revamping what sliders can allow a player to do would allow for more inclu-
sion. Players could experiment with a wide range of gender expressions, and/or 
finally have a way to see their own gender expression represented in any form of 
media. Sliders aligned along something like a circle, and not locked down to a 
sex or gender, instead of sliders along a line could be liberating and innovative. 
These features could be advertised or highlighted to bring in new audiences once 
turned away by the normative white dude gate guardian of gaming.

Screenshot of character creator in Saint’s Row III from superadventuresingaming.blogspot.com



Clothes are important.
Aside from the obvious pragmatic use of keeping us warm, clean and dry, clothes 
offer a way to express ourselves. With clothes and related accessories one can 
communicate a great deal about one’s values, worldview and personal history. The 
dark garments of goths, saggy pants of hip hop enthusiasts and painted leather 
jackets of punks all communicate membership of, or attachment to, a subculture. 
And, of course, clothes play a role in everyday communication regardless of the 
clique one belongs to. Colors, materials, pins, badges, brands, accessories, and the 
omission of any of these, are all part of our everyday social messaging.

It would follow, then, that clothes are important in videogames too. Except they 
sort of aren’t.

That is not to say clothes and customizing character appearance have been non-
existent in games. Quite the opposite—character customization is, if anything, 
on the rise. Wildly successful games such as Dragon Age: Origins and Grand Theft 
Auto 4 boast an impressive garderobe for the player’s perusal. With the advent of 
MMORPGs, communicating something via virtual personal appearance is more 
significant than ever.

Even so, most mainstream games of the past 13 years or so fall short of allowing 
clothes to be the free-form method of expression they could be.

Games are whimsical mirrors of society, reflecting some aspects of culture, em-
phasizing others and outright excluding most. Representing yourself in a game—
or representing the character you wish to roleplay in a game—using wearable 
items usually comes down to equipping different sets of armor. And even then, 
what you can and cannot wear is sorely limited. Maybe you can’t wear a flowing 
robe if your character is male. Or not a wizard. Maybe you can wear whatever 
you want to, but the game only has garments geared for combat, so you’ll end up 
wrapped in metal and kevlar regardless.

There seem to be abundant resources for developing hundreds 
of detailed weapons for a game, but less so for rolling up your 
character’s sleeves or putting a flower in their hair.

A cry for frilly parasols
Johannes Koski is a PhD student at University of Turku as well as work-
ing at Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, and writes about video games 
and popular culture with a queer twist.

personamatters.blogspot.com | @personamatters



My gaming history is marked by fashion disappointments. Games’ boring uni-
form is designed for glamorizing violence rather than celebrating glamour.

Worse still, games have allocated certain clothes for certain types of people, and 
enforced a narrow beauty ideal. I feel uncomfortable spending a lot of my free 
time with a medium where what is portrayed as beautiful is something I find dull 
at best and offensive at worst. What I wear—or would wear if I had the nerve and 
the budget—is rarely what I see in games, and even if I do see clothing I like, I 
rarely get to use it as I would like.

A shining counterexample to the uniforms of manshooters is found in The World 
Ends With You, developed and published by Square Enix in 2007. It is a small 
game, in terms of bytes and of fame. Generally it is viewed as interesting or quirky 
rather than impressive or influential. Yet game developers would do well to pay 
attention to how it queers game fashion, and how it uses a very simple idea to 
make everything from Grand Theft Auto to Dragon Age look drab in comparison.

The simple idea? Introduce several different styles of clothes, 
and do not limit the player on how the characters can wear them.
Sure, it does not sound revolutionary when spelled out like this, but for all its ap-
parent simplicity, games rarely allow you to do anything even like that.

The World Ends With You takes place in a fictional version of Tokyo’s Shibuya 
district. As one of the centers of cutting-edge mainstream fashion and nightlife, 
Shibuya is the place to go for fashion shopping, karaoke, bars, live music and any-
thing else you might conceivably want in the middle of the largest city of Japan.

The roots of Shibuya’s status as a hotspot of cutting-edge fashion date back to the 
1970s, when youth culture drifted southward from the then-trendy Shinjuku to 
the nearby district of Harajuku and the neighboring Shibuya. The massive fashion 
department store Laforet opened in Harajuku in 1978, followed by Shibuya 109 
next to the JR Shibuya station in 1979, both inviting more and more young fash-
ion enthusiasts to populate the nearby streets. These commercial fashion centers 
were followed by a torrent of boutiques, malls and brand retail stores, as well as a 
lively music scene crowned by the opening of Tower Records’ sprawling Shibuya 
store in 1995.

The Shibuya–Harajuku area had been developing as a center of 
youth culture for nearly 30 years when they reached broader 
fame in the first decade of the 2000s. 
Magazines such as Fruits (started in 1997) and Gothic & Lolita Bible (2001) had 
been using street photography to showcase the styles of those making appearanc-
es in the districts, and in doing so labelled Shibuya and Harajuku as places for 
trend-setting and -spotting. Fruits, compiled into two internationally-distributed 
books in 2001 and 2005, and G&L Bible, enjoying a cult following since its debut 
in 2001 as well as a brief English-language run in 2008-2009, contributed espe-
cially to the spreading international consciousness and recognition of the Shibuya 
and Harajuku styles.

The growing interest in this aesthetic was well illustrated in 2004 when Gwen 
Stefani formed a group of backup dancers known as the ‘Harajuku Girls’ (though 
only one of the dancers is actually from Tokyo) in homage to the eponymous 
fashion scene, and in order to market her brand of clothing inspired partly by 
Japanese street fashion.

The World Ends With You channels the style and playfulness of the Shibuya and 
Harajuku fashion scenes. It launched at a time when the fashion sensibilities 



portrayed in the game were well known and in high demand all over the world. 
Building on the pre-existing context of Shibuya and Harajuku in the minds of 
pop culture savvy players, the game’s marketing copy stressed: On the streets of 
Shibuya, your clothes are your armor and your style is your weapon.

In practice, you equip your characters with clothes, pins and accessories to gain 
abilities and stat boosts that help you survive the JRPG-ified Shibuya. What can 
or cannot be equipped is limited only by equipment slots, shifting fashion trends 
and the bravery of the character in question. If the character’s bravery stat is not 
high enough, some clothes cannot be equipped. Revealing or flamboyant threads 
as well as somewhat atypical clothes like well-tailored suits or goth gear require 
more bravery to wear. Many of the male characters start out with courage high 
enough to equip only the more conservative end of the garment spectrum.

The bravery mechanic could easily have led to a situation where only female char-
acters are able to wear ribbon bonnets, combine gorgeous red cowboy boots with 
work coveralls, or be flashy in general. But luckily, if The World Ends With You 
teaches one thing it is that people change, and that you never should be anything 
but yourself. Even if you are only brave enough to wear chinos and a button-up 
shirt, that does not mean you would have to wear them for the rest of your life. 

Work up your bravery little by little while expanding your ward-
robe, and eventually you can wear anything you like.
The World Ends With You lets you dress the way you want to and offers a welcome 
change from equipment found in most mainstream games. The game gives you 
the chance to equip a frilly parasol instead of a machine gun (‘Frilled and rib-
boned, this antique umbrella is a magical key to grand romance’), a bunny parka in-
stead of combat armor (‘The shoulders are cut away to show a titillating bit of skin’) 
and sparkling capris instead of camo trousers (‘They work with any style, and are 
a cinch to coordinate with!’). The shift from the militant to the everyday is accom-
panied by a liberating shift from engendered fashion stereotypes to a system that 
lets you wear what you want. Of course, the rhetoric is still that of fighting, but The 
World Ends With You shows that conflicts are not just sticks-and-stones.

Very few other mainstream games flirt with fashion in this way.

Sharing a lot with The World Ends With You is another Square Enix game; Final 
Fantasy X-2 (2003), a celebration of dazzling styles and the power of dressing up. 
The game is fashioned around ‘Dresspheres’ and ‘Garment Grids’; by changing 
outfits, the players can change how their characters fare in battle.

Integrating the pop cultural trope of magical girls into the world 
of FFX sounds like a shallow thematic change, but it actually 
cultivates a deep ecology of choices, strategies and engagement 
that subvert the clichés of battle-oriented JRPGs. 
The bold aggrandizement of dress-up and its positive outcomes introduces an ele-
ment of identity play. This theme, reminiscent of the way cosplayers enjoy playing 
with different character identities and aesthetics, pays homage to the style-con-
scious youth fashionistas—and indeed cosplayers—of Shibuya and Harajuku. 
Like The World Ends With You, FFX-2 underlines the playfulness and freedom of 
dressing up and changing the way you interact with the world.

Another example of mainstream games facilitating a queering of fashion and iden-
tities is The Sims franchise (2000-present), surely the most widely known name in 
this limited continuum. Out of the box, The Sims games are very middle-class and 
cis-normative, but the modding community has done an efficient work of turning 



them to a heterotopia of queer fashion: After downloading mods, The Sims lets 
players change character outfits and behavior in a totally open-ended fashion. 
In general, players choose from a wide variety of different styles to better engage 
with the game’s scenarios.

Superficially, The Sims and its mods have very little to do with The World Ends 
With You and Final Fantasy X-2. Nevertheless, the slow but steady queering of 
game fashion can be read in all three titles, be it by adapting the subculture fash-
ion practices of Tokyo youth or by enabling user-generated clothing.

It seems that the move towards a more liberated fashion sense has taken place 
around the world roughly at at the same time, in different sorts of surroundings, 
and by developers and fans alike. Judging by this, perhaps my sense of fashion 
disappointment and my thirst for more diverse options are not unique, but shared 
by many others. Aesthetic boundaries are being pushed both in AAA games and, 
particularly, in indie games. The change is glacial, but it is also inevitable.

Allowing players to play with clothes is rare in games, and allowing players to do 
so without the restrictions of gender norms—or at least, with some leeway from 
the usual strict control—is even rarer. As a medium, games lie firmly in a position 
between game designers and players. Game designers set the boundaries within 
which players operate, but ultimately it is up to the players to give form to the 
game as an experienced artifact.

For players to engage with the game, to transmute the game 
from a set of rules and art assets into a complete interpretable 
whole, game designers must afford them with the right tools.
Allowing players to toy with clothes is of course not the only way to do this, but it 
certainly is effective. Moreso if players are also allowed to open-mindedly express 
their identities and fashion sense, free from preconceptions about who can wear 
what.

Drawing power from clothes and boldly expressing your identity with style choic-
es are both very stereotypical framings of the aesthetics of queer culture. As such, 
celebrating such games as queer culture is, admittedly, problematic. Yet having 
had a long history with games that disappoint in what I can and cannot wear, or 
who I can and cannot be, I do feel elated when alternatives are offered.

Much of the history of fashion, style and clothing in games might be generic and 
dull, but the little cracks in the facade of hegemony by games like The World Ends 
With You, The Sims (and its modding community) and Final Fantasy X-2 give 
hope for a future that is more heterogenous.

A future where frilly parasols are more ubiquitous than machine guns.

Artwork from The World Ends WIth You, copyright Square Enix 2007



Give me half-decent customization options and I’ll easily sit at a character cre-
ation screen for over an hour. Twenty minutes on the jawline alone. Even if it’s 
just a list of defaults, I’ll match every hairstyle with every kind of eyebrow avail-
able, with every mouth, with every shape and color of blush offered. Bangs? No. 
How about blonde hair with darker eyebrows for contrast? And the default ear-
rings look nice, so let’s wear that hair up. Bring the nose forward a bit more, no, 
that’s too much. Raise the cheekbones, a little eye shadow, perfect. 

Once I hit ‘Create,’ the loading screen will fade 
to black, its reflection revealing a grown man. 
What am I doing here?
Toy soldiers and Lego were really more my thing as a kid. But when it came to 
gaming I quickly developed this habit of playing the opposite sex at any oppor-
tunity. It went from the character creation screens of MMOs to those of more 
personal stories. I’d start playing favorites in games with party systems, always 
sure to bring the heroines of the adventure along. Within fighting games, too, I’d 
find myself only playing the girls of the roster. If you ever looked at DLC offering 
nothing but cute costumes and wondered who’d buy such a thing, that would be 
me.

I can’t help but wonder how weird this passion might sound. Perhaps it’s a pref-
erence I should be comfortable with by now, yet after all these years I still feel 
insecure at that computer screen. As if somebody’s watching over my shoulder, 
mocking me as I make the final touch-ups to a woman’s face.

I am not the only one who gets defensive over this practice. Ask any guy why he 
prefers the female option and he’s likely to deflect the question with a noncom-
mittal shrug. At best you’ll hear how he’d rather stare at a woman’s behind for 
hundreds of hours instead of a man’s. The shallow justification neglects that the 
eye candy in question is our own avatar, and we do much more than stare at her 
form. Through her we interact with the world and she represents us within it. In 
relation to the game, we are her.

Staking a claim for crossplay
Zachary Brictson writes a regular column for Haywire Magazine called ‘Off the Grid’, 
contributes editorials for Playstation Universe, and studies computer science and Japanese at 
Northern Illinois University.

upmagic.wordpress.com | @Up_Magic



In my early days of World of Warcraft (2004) I actually played as a male Orc war-
rior (seems nobody finds the desire to be big, green and nasty unusual), but as 
soon as the expansion hit in 2007 I tossed that hulking monster aside, exchanging 
him for a female Blood Elf. It would have been dishonest for me not to play as 
one. The ensuing awkward confrontations with friends and online acquaintances 
would be unavoidable, but I’d cope with it, laugh it off, and they’d adapt.

Gender crossplay is nothing new, and to be 
comfortable as myself in an MMO is worth any 
level of discomfort brought from others.
It was a beautifully designed character, and I wanted to play as one. If the models 
offered in a game don’t align with my personal taste for the feminine form, I find 
myself rolling males instead. Sex appeal does seem to factor into this, and I need 
to play as not just any woman, but an attractive woman.

Of course, it wasn’t all that simple, nor is it an entirely aesthetic decision. I find that 
hypersexualization of female character designs degrades the experience. Games 
such as TERA Online (2011) feature beautiful women, but why do their armor 
options range from lingerie to chainmail bikinis, and why can they only cast spells 
with a gyration of the hips? I can’t take such a world seriously, nor would I be able 
to take myself or my heroine seriously in that world.

I admire my characters, male or female, and to see them made into commodities 
instead of people is insulting on a personal level.

I think that this practice is partly a desire to be emasculated. I say this as a fairly 
boring hetereosexual male who uses the term ‘bro’ far too liberally, but also as a 
guy who’s dealt with his share of social anxiety. As an introvert, I often try to blend 
in with the crowd. To go against the grain of society’s expectations is the hook that 
gaming offers for me. Entering a world as a woman, escaping your own sex and the 
roles assigned to it and then overcoming them all at the same time is something 
I find fascinating. Especially in an industry that continues to churn out clones of 
the same male heroes, as if every man likens himself to that outdated ideal.

Ron Rosenburg, executive producer of the latest Tomb Raider (2013) game, posit-
ed that when a female character faces adversity, ‘you start to root for her in a way 
that you might not root for a male character’. I can relate to that. But what had 
people riled up and me shaking my head was his labeling of the player as Lara’s 
‘helper’. The implication that I’m a guardian of virtual women. It’s never how I 
interpreted that relationship.

While we are not playing from a completely first person perspective, gaming is 
not strictly a matter of third-person observing. It has to be something in between. 
We are the puppeteers, but at the same time our puppets are much more than 
simple objects and their strings attached to much more than our fingers. For me, 
having a female ambassador represent me in a fantasy world just pulls the right 
strings, ones that I’m never able to pull in real life.

Editorial note
The full version of this article was originally published in the excellent bi-monthly games maga-
zine Haywire.               Read online

Screenshot from Guild Wars 2 character creator

http://dft.ba/-dress-up


I was thirteen years old at the time. To the outside observer, I would have ap-
peared to be a typical heterosexual teenage boy with an erotic interest in sensa-
tionalized depictions of lesbianism. But this scene was not as straightforward as it 
seems; there were queerer forces at work in my simulated lesbian orgies.

The story changes when I reveal that I’ve struggled with questions of gender iden-
tity my entire life. One of my earliest memories is stealing clothes from female 
family members. By the time I was a teenager, I had the wherewithal to secret 
them away in boxes that I hid in the corners of my closet. And, much later in life, 
I would finally transition.

Finding my possibility spaces
Samantha Allen is a third-year PhD student in the Department of 
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Emory University.

samanthaleighallen.com | @cousindangereux
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It begins in 2000 with a scene of artfully contrived lesbianism 
in The Sims. My lady Sim, in her runway-ready red dress, invites 
a woman over for dinner. But first, a tour of the house is in order. 
The guest’s eyebrows raise when she sees the single, heart-shaped 
coin-operated vibrating bed but she’s even more alarmed when the 
door to the bedroom suddenly vanishes. Trapped, the two ladies 
converse until they start to like the the idea of being trapped togeth-
er, especially in a room with just one bed...

The next morning, my lady Sim is not content with her single lesbi-
an conversion. She befriends even more lady Sims over the next few 
weeks and then invites them to a late-night house party. Once all 
the guests arrive, the doors magically vanish again and the whole 
party discovers, to their astonishment, that there are only half as 
many beds as there are guests. Soon, all of the coin-operated beds 
are buzzing together in a symphony of Sapphic pleasure.



I’ve also desired women as long as I can remember, beginning in all likelihood, 
with my scorching hot second grade teacher, Ms. Rippelmeyer. I still remember 
the thrill of hearing her tell a male student who was curious about her skirt “how 
good it feels to have the air between your legs.” In my sexual naïveté, I had no idea 
what was between Ms. Ripp’s legs but, at that moment, I knew I wanted to find 
out.

My desire to be a woman and my desire to be with a woman were parallel pursuits 
that were difficult for me to keep straight. My identity and my attractions were in 
a curious lockstep and, as they mutually marched on, I had a hard time keeping 
track of the border between my gender identity and my sexuality Where did my 
ideal image of myself end and the ideal image of my lover begin?

How could I understand the eroticism of sameness and symme-
try in a culture rooted in the precept that opposites attract?

On the other side of the crucible of teenage heterosexual socialization, I came to 
understand the queerness of my desire. I didn’t feel like a man and I didn’t identify 
as a man. But I recognized that others saw me in that way and I reluctantly accept-
ed that perception as my social reality.

Games like The Sims, Mass Effect and Dragon Age were vital sites for me to un-
derstand my sexuality, for me to feel desire for another woman as a woman even 
when I didn’t feel like I could be a woman yet. 

Hawke was everything I wanted to be, everything I dreamed of 
becoming: a confident, sexy lady who cunningly seduced the 
most elusive of women.
I understood my desire in this way long before anyone else did. Partners projected 
certain trappings of masculinity onto me based on my appearance, a projection 

2
It continues in 2011 as a sarcastic Lady Hawke finds herself 
hopelessly in love with the pirate Isabela while also being scared of 
coming on too strong. Like me, Hawke papers over her pain with jokes 
and witticisms but secretly hopes that someone can sense the vulner-
ability beneath them. Isabela is hurt, too, but, instead of metabolizing 
her problems through humor, she runs away from them. That’s the last 
thing Hawke wants to happen. Isabela is as tempestuous as the sea she 
used to brave and my Hawke wants to ground her.

More than ground her. She wants to playfully tussle with her, to wres-
tle her to the bed and undress her with her teeth. She wants to hear 
Isabela moan as her fingers explore her body and, when she finally 
feels how wet Isabela is, she wants to bite back the urge to make a joke 
about wetness, the ocean and piracy just long enough to gently bite 
down on Isabela’s nipples instead. And when all the most sordid pos-
sibilities have been played out to her satisfaction, my Hawke wants to 
rest on Isabela’s bosom while Isabela runs her fingers through Hawke’s 
long blonde hair. 

She wants to be lost in a sea of “shes” and “hers,” a sea in which gram-
matical gendered pronouns, antecedents, anaphors are washed away 
by the way she touches her.



that was admittedly facilitated by my failure to protest. They read my seemingly 
inordinate investment in Dragon Age relationships as mere heterosexual titilla-
tion when, in reality, I was imagining myself as the female protagonist.

I transitioned in the middle of one such heterosexual relationship. Transition-
ing for me, was like coming home sexually. My desire, at last, aligned with both 
my self-presentation and with the way that others perceived me. But the sublime 
comfort I felt as I luxuriated in queerness was awkwardly offset by my partner’s 
disorientation as she haltingly traced the changing contours of our desire. 

After an initial period of uncertainty, she reaffirmed her attraction to me but could 
not manage to find the terminology to describe her feelings. I watched in slow 
motion as every identity marker she tried on for size failed to please her. First, she 
was ‘lesbian.’ Then, in quick succession, ‘bi’ and ‘pan.’ Eventually, she settled on 
‘queer.’ But ‘queer’ is by no means a solution to a problem of identification because 
‘queer’ is not a tool to recover from disorientation, it’s a mode of inhabiting it. 

‘Queer’ is a shorthand for the limitations of labels, a way of affirming deviance 
and transgression while refusing the sometimes sanitizing effects of categoriza-
tion. Crucially, it is more of a preposition than a noun. As the literary theorist Eve 
Sedgwick observes:

‘Queer is a continuing moment, movement, motive—recurrent, 
eddying, troublant. The word ‘queer’ itself means across—it comes 
from the Indo-European root -twerkw, which also yields the Ger-
man quer (transverse), Latin torquere (to twist), English athwart...’
‘Queer,’ then, is a way to mark what’s lost in translation when borders are crossed. 
‘Queer’ is the system error that happens when wires get crossed and desires can no 
longer be parsed. It’s a way to begin to describe how one feels when an attraction, 
a moment, a silence, a glance crosses into unforeseen and indescribable territory. 

When I crossed that gender boundary for good, we had to abandon labels. When 
I became Lady Hawke and she continued to be Isabela, we had to let go of all the 
language we had used before and dive headlong into a sea of shes.

I feel even more alienated from heterosexuality than I did be-
fore and concomitantly, sadly, more alienated from games.

3
It ends in 2012 as Geralt, the yellow-eyed Witcher handily beds 
the red-headed sorceress Triss Merigold. His craggy muscles and 
scarred skin offer a gritty contrast to the smooth, untarnished body 
in bed beside him. She is receptive to the confidence of his touch but, 
before he can work his own kind of magic, they’re interrupted by a 
guard who rudely barges into their tent.

Later in the game, the pair find themselves trapped in an ancient 
underground pool and they pick up right where they left off. With a 
wave of her hands, Triss evaporates her clothing and wades into the 
pool. Geralt pulls her into him by the nape of her neck and kisses her 
as she moans in pleasure. And then he fucks her from behind slowly, 
masterfully.



I appreciate the heterosexual eroticism of The Witcher 2 but I can only approach it 
on an aesthetic level. To me, Geralt and Triss’ lovemaking is like a sporting event, 
an impressive display, to be sure, but something that leaves me on the sidelines.

Heteronormativity reproduces itself through mind-numbing repetition and main-
stream video games are eager parrots of each other. Game after game features an 
able-bodied, brown-haired, heterosexual, Caucasian man in his thirties who, as 
Anita Sarkeesian wryly observes in her latest video, is either trying to get his girl-
friend back or get back at the people who killed her.

I have nothing against heterosexuality per se and I want heterosexual gamers to 
continue be able to act out their own desires through video games as well. But, at 
some point, the endless and relentless heterosexuality of video games is not just 
exclusionary, it’s boring. 

Most straight folks I know are bored by it, too. They’re con-
cerned that the medium is hamstrung by a culture that trembles 
at the prospect of losing the support of straight white men.
As the medium and the culture surrounding it continue to mature, it’s important 
to realize that games are dynamic cultural actors in the construction of player 
identity. There are many histories like my own of people coming to understand 
themselves as gay, lesbian, bi, trans*, queer, etc. through the experimental, iden-
tificatory possibilities afforded by simulation and role-playing games. 

As I reflect on my past, I also hope for a future in which more fictional sites are 
available for gamers—young gamers especially—to explore the nuances of their 
identities and their desires. But I’m also confident in the creativity and subver-
siveness of queer folks. We have made and will continue to make our own worlds 
while we wait for the mainstream to catch up. In the meantime, I’m confident that 
if I ever get control over a simulated bedroom again, I’ll do my damndest to turn 
it into a lesbian orgy.
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Shadow of Memories—known in the US as Shadow of Destiny—was a 3D adven-
ture game about time travel published by Konami in 2001. It was intended for re-
playing over and over again, to achieve different outcomes at the end. Repetition 
is not just built into the meta-game of working towards an ending, but also the 
core loop: replaying moments of time after returning from a trip to the past.

Why is the player engaged in adapting and re-iterating the events of the past? Os-
tensibly, it’s so that the protagonist, Eike, can prevent his own death. Behind that, 
however, someone else is surreptitously trying to change history. This villain can-
not travel through time like the protagonist, so they try to manipulate the player 
into choices that coincidentally have consequences that benefit themselves.

The villain of Shadow is a creature called Homunculus: a 
small-bodied, charismatic person of ambiguous gender.
It is explained near the beginning of the game that Homunculus was created 
through alchemy, and that therefore although they appear human, they are in 
fact something else. Although their gender is left ambiguous, the character’s voice 
actor Charles Martinet understood them as a man, with tragic flaws:

“I thought of Homunuclus as androgynous, almost effeminite...his frail 
body, his innocent face...and yet with a cruel edge of someone who was 
hurt as a young man, and learned to get the upper hand through his su-
perior intellect...and that gave him an edge of arrogance.” 

The term ‘androgynous’ here interests me: it is not widely used by gender non-con-
forming people to describe their own personal identities. It focuses on the phys-
ical, and therefore implies an external gaze, rather than an internal sense of self. 
I no longer use it, but back in the early noughties I had no other words for it. 
Around the time I encountered Homunculus, I began to understand myself as  
‘androgynous’. Now I use the term ‘genderqueer,’ alongside the umbrella term 
‘transgender’.

Genderqueer has become one of the most common descriptors of non-binary 
gender, but it is not unproblematic; Homunculus might be better described as 
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‘neutrois’ or ‘agender’. Nevertheless, the growing adoption of ‘genderqueer’ exem-
plifies a cultural shift that changes how Shadow of Memories might be read.

Even though many world cultures throughout history have recognised non-bina-
ry genders, their existence has been erased for a long time in Japan and Western 
Europe. But this has begun to change in the past ten years or so. Interestingly, 
Shadow was released just as people in Japan and America were beginning to pop-
ularise the new language we now have to describe non-binary genders.

While a coherent attempt to stake a claim for ‘genderqueer’ started to take shape in 
the mid-nineties on Californian college campuses, it is only since the mid-nough-
ties that the term has been popularised, with increasing numbers of people across 
the anglophone world adopting the term to describe themselves.

In 2002, when Shadow was released for PC, the groundbreaking 
anthology GenderQueer: Voices From Beyond the Sexual Binary 
had also just been published.
At around the same time that genderqueer activism began in California, a non-bi-
nary gender identity was emerging in Kansai, Japan: ‘X-gender’ (X-jendaa), re-
ferring to the use of ‘X’ as a non-specific replacement for ‘M’ or ‘F’. From 2000 
onwards books about transgender began to include brief references to X-gender, 
and in 2006 the television drama Haato o Tsunagou featured a character who was 
x-gender. Online groups discussing non-binary genders in Japanese began to 
spring up from the mid-noughties onwards, around the same time that ‘gender-
queer’ was catching on in an anglophone context.

Non-binary genders remain marginalised and little-known today, but that is 
changing; the gender-neutral honorific title ‘Mx.’ has been accepted in the UK 
since October 2011, and a gender-neutral ‘X’ mark is now obtainable in Indian, 
Nepalese, Australian and New Zealand passports.

The image of Homunculus as an androgynous being is particularly evocative to 
me in part because non-binary gender identities were on the cusp of gaining lim-
ited recognition at the time that the game was released. Whether or not Homun-
culus was intended as an X-gender character, their portrayal in Shadow comes at 
a very interesting point in the history of gender, both within Japan and overseas.

Nevertheless, Shadow was probably not a force for the acceptance of non-binary 
transgender individuals. It didn’t have a large enough audience to have a broad 
social impact, and in any case, Homunculus is by no means a positive role model. 
Depending on the ending achieved, players can learn of various terrible acts done 
by them, including kidnappings and magical curses.

Homunculus is fighting a logical paradox in the time line that would cause them 
to cease to exist by revoking the event that led to their creation. They point this 
out in one of the game’s endings to justify their actions:

“This is harmless compared to someone trying to erase 
your existence, don’t you think?”

Homunculus’s villainy is inarguable, but like all enjoyable villains, their motiva-
tions are relatable. Their marginal status as a sentient being without gender, creat-
ed through a rare set of circumstances, makes their desire to continue to exist all 
the more sympathetic. 

Shadow had an unusual number of women at the top of its credits list. This stereo-
type-challenging team composition may have created space for stereotype-chal-
lenging design. Its aesthetics reference women-oriented media; Eike has the long 
legs, eyelashes and long, blond hair that often characterise the sexualised, young 



bishounen men of women’s anime and manga. Adventure games have a long histo-
ry of female designers, and Shadow’s format runs counter to AAA design tropes.

Problems in Shadow cannot be solved through the masculine 
physical activities that many 3D games already relied on by that 
point: shoot bad guys, acquire valuable objects.
Shadow is a slow-paced pondering of how to change the environment peacefully 
to alter events. The difficulty comes from the complex relationship between the 
protagonist and the antagonist; Homunculus’s manipulation rests on the prom-
ise that Eike can prevent his own death, and it is up to Eike to play along with  
Homunculus without assisting their nefarious campaign. Eike cannot simply kill 
Homunculus, so the player must act with the same guile and subtlety as the villain. 

Games made by gender-diverse teams are not inevitably going to queer gaming’s 
masculinity, but Shadow did: it combines the conventionally masculine form of 
a 3D, open-world game with problem-solving techniques and character designs 
that avoid tough, combative stereotypes. Through the character of Homunculus, 
Shadow incorporates gender resistance into the very heart of its storyline.

This does not necessarily mean that it supports alternative ways of being. One could 
read in Shadow a sexual politics in which the innate goodness of human-born-hu-
mans is counterpointed with the monstering of a man-made, non-human per-
son. Without the involvement of sexual reproduction in their creation, gender 
becomes irrelevant precisely because the creature is unnatural. That this character 
became a villain is unfortunate, because it supports a conservative idea that mo-
rality relies on a heteronormative reproductive context.

I prefer to see Homunculus as a queer anti-hero: a person who has very limited 
survival strategies, and opts to fight for their own existence at the expense of other 
people. Queer anti-heroes are unable to solve their problems using brute force or 
economic privilege, and must manipulate what advantages they do have with skill 
in order to get what they want. The hero must, in response, do the same.

Queer villains are not the ideal form of media representation, but they are at their 
best when, like Homunculus, they lead the protagonist to rethink their own agen-
cy. Shadow comes from a time when the recognition of non-binary genders was 
in its infancy. Now, with ‘genderqueer’ and ‘X-gender’, the language of gender is 
becoming more inclusive. It’s time for games to imagine new ways of including 
characters outside of the gender binary, without monstering them.

Sources
Interview with Charles Martinet preserved at Digital Archive

Read the interview

‘Genderqueer history’, article at Genderqueerid.com

Read online

Sonja Dale, ‘An Introduction to X-Jendā: Examining a New Gender Identity in 
Japan’, Intersections: Gender and Sexuality in Asia and the Pacific. Issue 31, De-
cember 2012.

Read online

Special thanks to Andi McClure (@mcclure111) and Amsel von Spreckelsen  
for their help editing this article.

Homunculus image from Shadows of Memories, copyright Konami 2002

http://web.archive.org/web/20030827165203/www.lethe.nu/homunculus/interview.html
http://genderqueerid.com/gqhistory
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Imperialism & games history
The July issue of Memory Insufficient looks at games’ relation-
ships with imperialism in history. During July many countries 
around the world celebrate the anniversary of their indepen-
dence from empire, from Algeria to Venezuela.

The legacy of imperialism can be felt all over the world. Many 
argue that present-day international relations are a continua-
tion of colonialism in a neoliberal context. Games and imperi-
alism have been connected throughout history in many ways: 
sports had an important role to play in campaigns to ‘civilise’ 
colonial territories; the ‘evil empire’ is a ubiquitous trope in 
video game storylines; geographic centres of the digital games  
industry overlap considerably with the command centres of 
empires past, such as London and Tokyo. Submissions will be 
accepted on any connection between games and empire.

Any kind of history will be accepted: social, biographic, doc-
umentary, personal, descriptive or polemical. Submissions 
are unlikely to be rejected for being ‘not history,’ because  
nobody has the authority to decide what that means. Likewise, 
nobody has the authority to decide what a game is, and both 
digital and non-digital games are acceptable subjects of study.

Feel free to get in touch with any questions or suggestions. 
The deadline for submissions is 15th July. Send them to 
rupa.zero@gmail.com or tweet @rupazero.

Call for submissions

Photograph of Delhi Commanders in Chief, c. 1945  
Shared under a creative commons license by Chris Turner


